INCEPTION OF THE POEM.	7
Burns and a host of less celebrated contemporaries raised the
taste for simple poetry to something like a passion. Circum*
stances combined with natural inclination to make Scott a
specially ardent reader of ballads. His family belonged to the
great ballad-district, the Scottish Borderland. Some of his own
ancestors had furnished themes for the ballad-singer. He was
the lineal descendant of a Border chief 'Wat' or Walter Scott
of Harden, whose wife was celebrated in song as the Flower of
Yarrow. (See * Lay,' Canto iv.) The history of various families
of the 'right honourable' clan to which he belonged had been
'gathered out of ancient chronicles, histories, and traditions of
our fathers' in the seventeenth century by another Walter Scott,
Scott of Satchells, 'an old souldier and no scholler, and one
that can write nane, but just the letters of his name.' Scott
delighted to think of himself as the descendant of heroes ' of the
persuasion and calling of Robin Hood and Little John.' From
his earliest days his imagination was fed with stirring tales about
the exploits of Border worthies, Wight Willie of Aikwood, Jamie
Tellfer of the fairDodhead, and so forth; and he had contracted
such a passion for ballads at the age of thirteen that when Percy's
collection first fell in his way, as he tells us himself in his auto-
biography, he became so absorbed in the book as to forget his
dinner. ' The summer day sped onward so fast, that notwith-
standing the sharp appetite of thirteen, I forgot the hour of
dinner, was sought for with anxiety, and was still found entranced
,in my intellectual banquet.' When with this keen appetite for
romantic story, Scott had devoured all that lay within his reach
in English, he learnt French and Italian for the purpose of
indulging it still farther, reading through Tressan's romances,
the Bibliotheque Bleue, the Bibliotheque de Romans, Dante,
Boiardo, and Pulci, and 'fastening like a tiger upon every collec-
tion of old songs which chance threw in his way.' Subsequently,
his attention being drawn to the new romantic literature of
Germany by Henry Mackenzie, author of the Man of Feeling,
who lectured on the subject in Edinburgh in 1788, he learnt
German sufficiently well to read Schiller and Goethe. To this
introduction to German literature he attaches great importance
in his account of his youthful progress in poetry.
He was thus ready to be awakened to a sense of his own

